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BLOOD SAMPLING DEVICE

Cross-Reference to Related Applications

[0001] This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application

Serial No. 60/497,046, filed August 20, 2003, the entire content of which is hereby

incorporated herein by reference for all purposes.

Technical Field

[0002] The present invention relates generally to medical devices and procedures,

and more particularly to lancing devices for the collection and/or analysis of samples of

blood or other bodily fluid.

Background of the Invention

[0003] Many medical procedures require puncturing of the skin, and sometimes

underlying tissues, of an animal or human subject. For example, a sharp lancet tip is

commonly used to puncture the subject's skin at a lancing site to obtain a sample of blood,

interstitial fluid or other body fluid, as for example in blood glucose monitoring by diabetics,

and in blood typing and screening applications. In some instances, a person must

periodically sample their blood for multiple testing throughout the day or week. Because

re-use of a lancet can result in infection or spread of bloodbome contaminants, persons

requiring repeated testing often must carry multiple lancets with them. This can be

inconvenient and lead to reduced compliance with a prescribed test regimen. Accordingly,

it can be seen that needs exist for a convenient, compact multi-use lancing device.

[0004] Various devices are known for sampling blood and other body fluids for

analysis of the condition of a human or other animal subject. For example, U.S. Patent No.

5,971,941 is understood to show a cassette with test strips for placement by a slider. A
lancet pierces the skin surface so that blood can be obtained for analysis. The lancets are

integrated on a test strip, and are positioned together with the .test strip. Another
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embodiment is understood to show a disposable cylindrical insert having a lancet and a

testmembrane with an aperture for the lancet. Theinsert is inserted ina mounting cav.ty of

a plunger or piston, which forces the lancet outward for blood withdrawal. DE 198 19 407

A1 is understood to show a multiplicity of test strips with integrated lancets for insertions

an analysis device.

[0005] U S P
atentNo.4,787,398isunderstoodtoshowadevicewithaplungerfor

directing a lancet outward, and has an evaluation system and a display system. A

replaceable unit is applied to the device for each measurement. The replaceable un,t

comprises the lancet and a test strip, which is wetted with blood. This replaceable unit is

thrown away after each use. EP 0 449 525 A1 is understood to show a blood withdrawal

system wherein a new lancet is inserted manually into a release device before each use. A

teststripistheninsertedintothedevice. U.S. Patent No. 4,627,445 is understood to show

a device for measuring blood sugar, with an integrated blood withdrawal unit A new

replaceable lancet and test elements must be insta.led to the device for testing, and

afterward disassembled. U.S. Patent No. 5,951.492 is understood to show a disposable

unit with a capillary tube and a test strip, to which sampled blood taken is applied. The

capillary tube includes a lancet. A new disposable unit is attached and removed before and.

after each measurement.

[0006] EP0877250A2,EP0949506 A2andEP811843
A2areunderstoodtoshow

devices having a multiplicity of test elements ananged on a rotatabte disk carrier. The test

elements are brought successively into a working position and pushed out ofthe hous.ng to

be wetted with blood. U.S. Patent No. 6,228,100 and U.S. Patent No. 4,794,926 are

understood to show lancets arranged on a carrier, which is rotated with respect to a

housing.

,00071 German Application DE 100 57 832 C1 ia understood to arrow a lancing

device of a known torn,. Olher lancing devices understood to include multiple lanceta are

shown to, example, in U.S. Paten, No. 6.540.675 andWO 02136010 A1
.

EP 0589186 B1

,s underatood 1o show a lancet w»h a ,emovabte protective cap. WO 01,66010 A1 is
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understood to include a multiplicity of lancets in a magazine, with an opening of the

chamber closed by an elastic material, which is penetrated in the puncture process.

[0008J Known sampling devices have, however, not proven fully satisfactory to all

users for a variety of reasons. Accordingly, it is to the provision of an improved sampling

device that the present invention is primarily directed.

Summary of the Invention

[0009] Briefly described, example embodiments of the present invention include an

improved sampling device that is convenient, compact, and includes multiple lancets in a

single cassette or cartridge. The present invention preferably increases convenience for

the user, thereby encouraging more frequent testing and insuring compliance with the

subject's prescribed testing regimen.

[0001 0] In one aspect, the invention is a device for sampling a body fluid. The device

preferably includes a housing and a lancet cartridge removably installed within the housing.

The device preferably also includes a drive mechanism within the housing for propelling an

active lancet from a retracted position fully within the lancet cartridge to an extended

position wherein at least a tip portion of the lancet projects outward from the lancet

cartridge. The drive mechanism preferably includes a contact face for imparting motion to

the active lancet without positive attachment to the lancet cartridge.

[00011] In another aspect, the invention is a device for sampling a body fluid. The

device preferably includes a housing having an opening therein, a lancet, and a drive

mechanism within the housing for propelling the lancet along a lancing path from a

retracted position fully within the lancet cartridge to an extended position wherein at least a

tip portion of the lancet projects through the opening in the housing. The device preferably

also includes a dampening fin adjacent the opening for dampening the motion of the lancet

upon contact of the lancet against the dampening fin in the extended position.

[00012] In another aspect, the invention is a device for sampling a body fluid. The

device preferably includes a housing and a lancet cartridge removably installed within the
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housing The housing preferably inciudes an interna, shelf, and the .ancet cartridge

includes at .east one hook. The at least one hook engage(s) the interna, shelf of the

housing to prevent opening of the housing when the .ancet cartridge is in a first position,

and release(s) the interna, shelf of the housing to permit opening of the housing when the

lancet cartridge is in a second position.

[00013] l

nsti..anotheraspect.theinventionisadeviceforsamplingabodyfluid.the

device including a housing and a pluralfty of .ancets contained within said housing. The

plurality of lancets arepreferably interconnected by a flexible web.

100014] In another aspect, the invention is a device for samp.ing a body fluid, the

device preferabVindudingahousing
having an arm with a wedge-shaped prof,.e; at .east

one.ancet. each lancet having a body portion, a sharp tip extending from the body port.cn

and an endcap covering the sharp tip; and an advancing mechanism for advancing the at

,eastone.ancetintocontactwiththe arm of the housing to drive the wedge-shaped profile

between the body portion of the .ancet and the endcap, and thereby separate the endcap

from the body portion of the lancet.

100.151
inam.marasped.ta.oventtofeatace.casseltefor^mov^h^nato

a flexible web interconnecting the plurality of lancets.

00016]
myetaapect.thein.entonisadevK.efersamplingabodyfluki.

Thedevice

preferably indudes an eater housmg havingM and second podions hingedly cenneded

none anotbar.an opening, and an ana having awedge-shapedp^ep^«^*
from one of the first and second podion, The devfce preferably also includes a lance

a ptaralil, of lancels arranged in a circular array, and a flexible web inlerconneCng Ihe

JL, . lancet ead, fence, conning a lance, bod, a sharp lip, an a p,e,e«e

endcap ren.vab, penned o»er ,he sharp Op. The devfca preferabf, also include a

dhve mechanism wilhin ,he housing ,o, propelling an adive lance, a,ong a lancng p
,h

teas,aOp podion o,,heac,ive,anoe,pro|ee,smrough«,e opening
in ,he housing. And me
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device preferably includes an advancing mechanism for sequentially advancing each ofthe

plurality of lancets into an active position in the housing, wherein the endcap of the active

lancet is separated from the body portion thereofas it enters the active position by contact

with the wedge-shaped profile.

[00017] These and other aspects, features and advantages of the invention will be
understood with reference to the drawing figures and detailed description herein, and will

be realized by means of the various elements and combinations particularly pointed out in

the appended claims. It is to be understood that both the foregoing general description

and the following brief description of the drawings and detailed description of the invention

are exemplary and explanatory of preferred embodiments Of the invention, and are not

restrictive of the invention, as claimed.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0001 8] FIGURES 1 a-1 d are top and bottom perspective views, a top view, and a side

view, respectively, of a sampling device according to an example embodiment of the

present invention.

[00019] FIGURE 2 is a perspective view of a sampling device according to an
example embodiment of the present invention, shown with its outer housing open.

[00020] FIGURES 3a and 3b show perspective views of the sampling device of Fig. 3
with its cartridge removed from its outer housing.

[00021] FIGURES 4a and 4b show a top view of the sampling device of Fig. 3 with

the cartridge removed from the outer housing.

[00022] FIGURES 5a and 5b show a bottom view of the sampling device of Fig: 3

with the cartridge removed from the outer housing.
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Detailed Description ef Example Embodiments

,000251 The present invention ma, be understood more readily by reference to me

drawing bgures. wbicb km. a pad of .bis disclosure. It ,s to be undefinedM
en on I no. MM «o -be spe* devices, metbods. Condons o, parameters

dTsczibing particular embodiments by way o. exampte on,y and , no, .mended ,

lims the singular forms V "an.- and IT Mud. «* plural, and reference to a

^

uJicalvatuein.udesatleastma.pa^larvalue.unlesa.beconlex.oieay

STl*.Rangesmaybeexprnesedner-naafmrn-abouro,

cb a range is expressed, ano.be, embodiment includes from ,be one pamcuiar vaiue

al >o me Cher particular value. Similarly, when values are expressed .

value forms another embodiment.

,00.241 in an example embodiment, me present invention is a sampling device 20

p
irbtyoomdsesapH,,a,i^o,,anoe,s 26.eac,lanM,p,e,erab,»bav,nga,anoe,^

a e dt o, bfcde w*h a sham* extending from me body, and an endcap oovenng Ihe

r,a* oubvardty. In other embodiments, me lanceta are ananged ,n a „nea,

otherwise interconnected.

,00025, The web 20 p,e,e,ab,y oomphses a zig-zagged anay o, inreroonnecred legs

30 angular, Lnected ,o on. ano,he,. Fo, examp,. , bae dep*,ed circular array of
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lancets 26, the web 28 comprises a generally star-shaped array of legs 30 (seen best in

the top view of Fig. 4b). with adjacent legs connecting to one another along an inner ring

and an outer ring in alternating sequence, and with the base of each lancet connected to

the web at a connection point along the inner ring. The web 28 preferably further

comprises alignment tabs 32 projecting through a central opening ofthe cartridge generally

perpendicular to the plane of the lancets. The web 28 is preferably formed of a flexible

resilient polymeric or rubber material, allowing the lancets to move independently of one
another when fired, but having sufficient shape memory to impart an inward biasing force

on the active lancet after firing to serve as a retraction spring for returning the lancet from
an extended lancing position, wherein the sharp lancet tip extends out of the housing, to a .

retracted position fully within the housing, thereby preventing accidental needle sticks

and/or contamination. The lancets and web are preferably mounted to a cartridge base or
carrier 36. In the depicted example, the cartridge base is an annular disk having an outer

circumferential edge or rim, and a central opening forming an inner circumferential edge or
rim.

[00026] The housing 24 preferably comprises a generally hollow shell having first and
second half-shells hingedly connected to one another in clamshell fashion. In the depicted

embodiment, the housing 24 is generally disk-shaped with a circular profile. A drive

mechanism 40 is preferably mounted within the housing for driving the lancets along a
lancing stroke between a retracted position within the housing and an extended position

wherein at least the sharp tip of the lancet extends outwardly of the housing, through an
opening 42, to penetrate the skin of a human or animal subject at a sampling site. The
drive mechanism preferably comprises a spring, cam, motor or other driving means for

imparting force upon an active one of the lancets 26 upon firing. In a preferred form, seen
best with reference to Fig. 4a, the piston or hammer of the drive mechanism 40 and the

lancet cartridge 22 have self-aligning surface profiles on their respective contact faces. For

example, in the depicted embodiment, the drive piston comprises an angled female recess

44a, and the lancet cartridge has a complementary angled male profile 44b at the base of
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each lance, 26, which is adapted .0 cooperLy^- and comae, the drfce pston

confrgured, and alternate means of aBgnraent are provided.

Lpo«nfl
.bu,p,e,e,abWdoasnolpo**en9aae^ 1anoe,o,an»o,he,pon,ono

haTanco. caldge 22. m .his manner, a spent iance. cartridge is mce easrry removed

^dXd. a! mere * no need to aii9n o, eWe me cartrklge-h ,e dnve

mla ism .or removal o, insertion. This aiso allows .he lance. cartodge 22 ,0 be

lardless o.me posiaon o, s,a.e (e.g.. cocked o, uncocked) o,me drtve mechanism 40.

ZCose the acuve lance, 26a is no. coupled .o .he drive mechanism as me d nve

: y..o-f,re
Conxion, and me lance.s .hemselves need no, hemoved

coin se,uenceprio„onring. ThecartrMge22prel
era^,urthe,oomprtsesa,ecossed

dig insertion and removal 0. a cartridge ,o and ,rom ,he housrng. Preferably no lance,

ZZ o die web 26 adjacen, .he recessed segment and me cadndge base

^Xm^rananachl.lug.adiacenUherecessedsegmen.ha.ngas.

fo. connection with a cooperating key o. projection on the web.

»
h^ lhe a|,9nme„, labs 32 of the

zzzrrr-ridge .—,——

*

sequent*,!, g
he „0>lsing as lhe cartridge is advanced. Aradial

prevent snaggmg o, ,he lancels «
6o^^

ope„ing42^.^^"X alongL advancing portton o, *a,andng
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back from the extended position to the retracted position on the return portion of the

lancing stroke after firing.

[00029] The housing 24 preferably also includes a flexible or compressible

dampening fin 60 positioned adjacent and radially inwardly of the opening 42 of the

housing. As the active lancet 26a advances into its extended position upon firing, a

forward face of the lancet body contacts the fin 60 to dampen the impact of the lancet

against the housing. By reducing the noise and vibration sensed by the user upon lancing,

the perceived pain and resultant anxiety may be reduced. The fin 60 may also serve to

control the speed of the lancet as it penetrates the skin, further reducing pain and anxiety

of the user and possibly increasing compliance with a prescribed test regimen. The fin 60

may also serve to limit the travel of the lancet and thereby provide lancing depth control,

and the radial position of the fin 60 on the housing is optionally adjustable to provide user-

adjustable depth control.

[00030] The housing 24 preferably also includes one or more guide members for

directing the path of the active lancet along its lancing stroke. In the depicted example

embodiment, a pair of flanges 62 extend from an inner surface of the housing, adjacent to

the opening 42 and extending radially inwardly. As the active lancet 26a advances into its

extended position upon firing, the lancet is directed between inwardly inclined faces of the

flanges 62 to closely control the path of the lancet to minimize or prevent any lateral or

pivotal movement of the lancet as its sharp tip pierces the skin at the lancing site, thereby

reducing tearing of the tissue and resultant pain.

[00031] The housing 24 preferably also includes a cap removal mechanism for

removing the endcap of each lancet as it is advanced into the firing position. In the

depicted example, an arm 70 cantilevered from an inside surface of the housing 24

engages the endcap of each lancet 26 as it is advanced into the firing position to become

the active lancet 26a, as shown in Fig. 3. A wedge 72 projects from the arm 70, and is

positioned to align between the lancet body and the endcap. As the lancet cartridge 22 is

advanced, the active lancet passes along the wedge, and its endcap engages an inclined
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, karate the endcap from the lancet body. A ramp portion 74 of the

-rtrkige.sacwancedtomove^a
ushpins,

ribsor other projections

tHe-Horrecess76prefera^

oMnterenoagingsurfacefe^

the lancet cartridge after all lancets are used.

. • ,a„,eferablv further comprises one or more mechanisms for

[„„„„, The housrng 2 ^^.^
dancing .balance,

example ^inrentofthe invention,

ach ..teeeac^M^sfeps.

rrrr;:;
prnr:i-——

-

carrying out any two or more of these actions together.

~ on ,c nrpfprablv Divotally mounted to the lower

.fiftfmi A cartridge-advancing arm 80 is preteraDiy pivu y

——-rTtX^^0.0^*8, protuberance,
^an.^isp^ac.ua.edb,^*

K)onthecalW9e22and/o,me

other interengaging surface features are
preferably prov

cant«everedseclionofthehousrngi4to p ^

on the housing into engagement wHh a oooperatrng detent 88 o, othe,

the cartridge 22.

„• ci^ 100 is preferably mounted to the upper half-shell of the
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inner member 104 inside the housing by a connecting strut extending through a radial slot

106 in the housing. The inner member 104 preferably comprises a finger 108 for engaging

a cooperating portion of the drive mechanism 40 to cock the drive mechanism as the

cocking slide is actuated by a user by linearly sliding the outer knob along the path defined

by slot 106. for example by compressing a drive spring element of the drive mechanism.

One or more spring arms 110 preferably extend between the inner member 104 and
connecting pin(s) on the housing 24 to return the cocking slide to its ready position after

cocking.

[00035] A trigger button 1 20 is preferably mounted to an exterior face of the upper

half-shell of the housing 24, with an actuator 122 projecting through an opening through

the housing shell into the housing's interior chamber. When the user depresses the trigger

button 120, the actuator 122 contacts a cooperating latch 124 and draws the latch out of

engagement with a cooperating portion of the drive mechanism to release the drive

mechanism to impact the active lancet and drive it through its lancing stroke.

[00036] The device 20 preferably further comprises an anti-tamper mechanism to

prevent the user from accessing the cartridge 22 inside the housing 24 until the cartridge is

fully spent and all lancets 26 have been used. The anti-tamper mechanism enhances

safety by reducing the likelihood of inadvertent opening of the housing and the resultant

potential for contamination by contact with a used lancet, and by making it more difficult or

inconvenient for the user to attempt to reuse lancets. A shelf 130 projects into the housing

from an inner face of the upper half-shell, located for cooperative alignment with one or

more hooks 132 projecting from the cartridge 22. When the cartridge is rotated into a

loading/unloading position, with its recessed segment 46 oriented in the firing position

between the drive mechanism 40 and the opening 42, all of the hooks 1 32 of the cartridge

are out of alignment with the shelf 130, and the housing can be opened to access the

cartridge for removal and replacement. But when the cartridge is rotated out of the

loading/unloading position, with a lancet oriented in the firing position between the drive

mechanism 40 and the opening 42, at least one of the hooks 132 of the cartridge is
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engaged between the shelf 1 30 and the inner face of the housing shell to prevent opemng

of the housing. In the depicted embodiment, the she* 1 30 comprises an arcuate member

having an upright panel projecting generally perpendicularly from the housing shell and a

transverse portion extending from the upright pane, generally parallel with the hous.ng

shell and the hooks 1 32 move along an arcuate path concentric with the arcuate shelf as

the cartridge is nationally advanced. In this manner, the cartridge cannot be opened .f

any lancet is in the firing position, reducing the potential for injury or infecbous

contamination of the user and/or bystanders.

100037] in use. the user loads a fresh lancet cartridge 22 into the housing by opening

the housing and inserting the cartridge so that its recessed segment 46 is aligned in the

firing position between the drive mechanism 40 and the opening 42. The housing is then

closed The cartridge is advanced by actuating the advance arm 80 to bring a first acfive

.ancet 26 into the firing position. Advancing a lancet into the firing position also locks the

nousingclosed by engagement of the hooks 132 with the shelf 130. The drive mechanism

is cocked or armed by actuating the cocking slide 1 00. The device is then positioned w,th

the opening42againstthesubjecfsskin
at theintended lancing site, and the trigger button

is pressed to fire the device and drive the acflve lancet through its lancing stroke to P,erce

the skin at the lancing site and to return back to a retracted position within the hous.ng

under the influence of the flexible web 28. For subsequent lancing, the cartndge ,s

sequentially advanced through the lancets on the cartridge, and the device is cocked and

fired in like manner. When the cartridge is fully spent and all .ancets have been used, the

cartridge is advanced to bring the recessed segment 46 back into the firing posifion

thereby disengaging hooks 132 from shelf 130 and allowing the housing to be opened.

Because the cartridge is preferably not positively engaged by the firing mechan.sm or the

housing, it may easily be removed for replacement by simp* tipping the housing over and

allowing the cartridge to drop out.

[00038] While the invention has been described with reference to preferred and

example embodiments, it will be understood by those skilled in the art that a variety of
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modifications, additions and deletions are within the scope of the invention, as defined by
the following claims.
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What is claimed is:

, A device (or sampling a body fluid, said device comprising a housing and a

L, cartridge—* —*^ T^HZZT
drive mechansm -in me housfcg* propeiiing an achve iance, o. me iance.

cTrir«ge „om a -enacted posKlon My w«n me iance, cartridge ,o an e*ende

rjn wnerem a, leas, a, portton o, .he active iance, projects orr^rd horn the

^cartridge, sa* drive mechanic complain, a contact tace .or impartrng mohon

,„ me active iance, wimou, posnhre ahachmen, ,o the lance, cartridge.

o
ThesamplrngdevioeofClaim1.v.he,ein,hecon,ao,faoeofmedrive

or* complement angled male profrle ,0, alignment wimm me angled temale recess.

3 The sampling device 0, Claim 1, wherein the housing comprises a resilren,

pohion havlg aUuhe-ance
.hereon ,o, engaging a, leas, one recess, ,he lance,

Lodge ,o index advancement o, the lancet cartridge w*m me housmg.

4 A device ,or sampling a oody said de«* comprising a housing havmg
,

an

•

,h «in a iance, a drive mechanism within ,he housing ,or propellrng me lance,

ZLpX "herein a, leas, a* port*, o, me lance. pro,e«s .trough ,he

ZZZ* - a d~ f,n
,or

r„T
lonoUhe,ance,uponcon,ac,o,melanc,,agains,,hedamp.n,ngr,n,nme

extended position.

5 The sampling device o, Calm 4. wherein me housing .urine, comprises a parr o,

Ljr^nedlopposi,esaese,,heope„in9
,a,gangeshaving,™ardl,

Mined faces fcr guiding the lance, along me lancing path.

3
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6. A device for sampling a body fluid, said device comprising a housing and a

lancet cartridge removably installed within the housing, said housing comprising an

internal shelf, and said lancet cartridge comprising at least one hook, said at least one

hook engaging the internal shelf of the housing to prevent opening of the housing when

the lancet cartridge is in a first position, and said at least one hook releasing the internal

shelf of the housing to permit opening of the housing when the lancet cartridge is in a

second position.

7. A device for sampling a body fluid, said device comprising a housing and a

plurality of lancets contained within said housing, said plurality of lancets being

interconnected by a flexible web.

8. The sampling device of Claim 7, further comprising a plurality of alignment tabs,

each alignment tab associated with a respective one of the plurality of lancets, and

wherein the housing comprises a channel in which the alignment tabs are received,

9. The sampling device of Claim 8, wherein the plurality of lancets are arranged in a

generally circular array, and wherein the channel comprises a ring-shaped channel

portion and an extension channel portion extending radially from the ring-shaped

channel portion.

10. A device for sampling a body fluid, said device comprising:

a housing having an arm with a wedge-shaped profile;

at least one lancet, each lancet having a body portion, a sharp tip extending from

the body portion, and an endcap covering the sharp tip; and

an advancing mechanism for advancing the at least one lancet into contact with

the arm of the housing to drive the wedge-shaped profile between the body portion of

the lancet and the endcap, and thereby separate the eridcap from the body portion of

the lancet.
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11. The sampling device of Claim 1 0. wherein the arm further comprises a ramp,

and wherein the advancing mechanism drives the separated endcap along the ramp

and into a well for retaining the endcap.

12. A lancet cassette for removable installation within a sampling device, said lancet

cassette comprising a plurality of lancets and a flexible web interconnecting the plurality

of lancets.

1 3. The lancet cassette of Claim 12, wherein the plurality of lancets are arranged in

a circular array with sharp lancet tips thereof oriented radially outwardly.

14. The lancet cassette of Claim 1 3. further comprising a plurality of alignment tabs,

each alignment tab attached to an inner end of a respective one of the plurality of

lancets.

1 5. The lancet cassette of Claim 14, wherein the plurality of lancets are positioned

on an annular carrier disk having a central opening through which the plurality of

alignment tabs project.

16. The iancet.cassette of Claim 12, further comprising at least one hook for

engagement with an anti-tamper shelf portion of the sampling device.

17. The lancet cassette of Claim 12, wherein each lancet comprises a removable

protective endcap, and wherein the lancet cassette further comprises a well for

receiving and retaining the endcap out of a path of travel of the lancet upon removal

from the lancet.

18. The lancet cassette of Claim 12, further comprising a lower face having surface

features for engaging an advancing mechanism of the sampling device.

19. The lancet cassette of Claim 12, further comprising an outer circumferential rim

having a plurality of detents formed therein for indexing engagement with a cooperating

protuberance of the sampling device.
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20. A device for sampling a body fluid, said device comprising:

an outer housing having first and second portions hingedfy connected to one

another, an opening, and an arm having a wedge-shaped profile projecting inwardly

from one of the first and second portions;

a lancet cassette for removable installation within the outer housing, the lancet

cassette comprising a plurality of lancets arranged in a circular array, and a flexible web
interconnecting the plurality of lancets, each lancet comprising a lancet body, a sharp

tip, and a protective endcap removably positioned over the sharp tip;

a drive mechanism within the housing for propelling an active lancet along a

lancing path, from a retracted position fully within the lancet cartridge to an extended

position wherein at least a tip portion of the active lancet projects through the opening

in the housing; and

an advancing mechanism for sequentially advancing each of the plurality of

lancets into an active position in the housing, wherein the endcap of the active lancet is

separated from the body portion thereof as it enters the active position by contact with

the wedge-shaped profile.

21
.

The sampling device of Claim 20, further comprising a dampening fin adjacent

the opening in the housing for contact with the active lancet in its extended position.

22. The sampling device of Claim 20, further comprising a guide channel defined

between a pair of flanges positioned on opposite sides of the opening through the outer

housing.
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